December 4, 2012

Denise Hanchulak
Program Director, Certification & Standards
AAMVA
4301 Wilson Blvd., Suite 400 I Arlington, Va. 22203

Director Hanchulak,

Kentucky’s nominee for IDEC Examiner of the year is Driver Testing Administrator II, Chasity Perry. Examiner Perry is a seven year veteran with the Driver Testing Branch.

Examiner Perry’s primary job responsibility is conducting Security Threat Assessments Hazmat Fingerprinting. The main thing that separates Examiner Perry from all others is her dedication to her job and the Kentucky State Police. For several months, Region one which encompasses twenty-six counties, was two license examiner short and in the process of hiring replacements. That made scheduling very difficult at times. Examiner Perry volunteered to continue her primary responsibility of hazmat fingerprinting and also the written and road testing duties in McCracken County. Examiner Perry was able to accomplish this by completing fingerprinting in the mornings in conjunction with written testing. This allowed her to conduct road skills testing in the afternoons. Examiner Perry’s dedication allowed McCracken County operations to continue with no disruption in services. This conduct is typical of Examiner Perry when needs arise or there are vacancies in her fingerprinting schedule.

The Kentucky State Police recently began implementing the Motorcycle Safety Foundation Motorcycle Skills Test for compact range as the testing procedure statewide. This required finding an adequate place to conduct testing and laying out the course in every county.
Examiner Perry took the challenge head on. Examiner Perry laid out the course in eleven of the twenty-six counties in Region 1. A lot of this was done during the weekends. Examiner Perry completed this task and did not want to accept compensation for working overtime to accomplish this task. What was most impressive about this was that Examiner Perry is not primarily responsible for license testing but readily embraced this opportunity to assist without hesitation.

In conclusion, Examiner Perry is an outstanding employee. These are but a few examples of her day to day dedication to her job and the Kentucky State Police. This is why she is my nominee for the IDEC Examiner of the year.

Respectfully,

Captain Fred Williams Jr.
Commander
Driver Testing Branch